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48,842 Euro. Base salary (EUR)The average salary for a brand manager is €48,842EXPLORE BY: An early career Brand Manager with 1-4 years of experience earns an average total compensation (includes tips, bonus and overtime pay) of €46,749 based on 7 salaries. A mid-career Brand Manager with 5-9 years of experience earns an average total compensation of €54,500
based on 14 salaries. Companies and companies that rely on customer-facing operations will typically have one or more brand managers under contract. These specialized marketing managers are typically assigned to one or more branded trademarks, which are owned by and associated with the company. The brand manager's job is to simply control and manage all the ways
that particular brand is exposed to the public. The leader works to ensure that consumers associate positive responses with the brand, ... Read moreBrand Manager TasksDevelop and lead annual brand strategy. Responsible for developing plans and implementing projects that support the broader marketing strategy. Develop and coach assistant brand managers and guide
marketing skill development. Leads the development of consumer communication in cooperation with corporate advertising. Set goals, strategies, tactics and goals for all elements of the marketing mix.Tell us about your job and wage factors like skills and educationFind the market worth with a report tailored for youGo your salary with trust Luxury management is just like any other
business-oriented profession, except that it trades only in luxury goods, and how to market and manage the specific brands to fit with the unique type of consumer. The main sectors of this profession consist of business, marketing, finance, advertising, management, and especially fashion. Follow a Masters/MS/MBA in Luxury Management Programs specializing in luxury
management is designed to provide a platform to explore the market for global, luxury goods. Students are trained to understand the uniqueness of managing luxury organizations in the form of retail studies, luxury labeling in marketing and management, marketing strategies, global branding and financial and wealth management courses. In fashion concentrate students, they
learn the ins-and-outs of the fashion industry and establish unique strategies that help grow these businesses. Working in the specialty sector Working in this field can be quite standard for anyone specializing in activities such as communication managers, strategy consultants, Internet project managers and sales people. But since workers would handle luxury brands and
companies, however, it is in its own world of potential job hires, because of the size of the consumer pool. Luxury brand managers, fashion brand/luxury goods product managers, fashion retail buyers, fashion PR specialist, luxury brand marketing executives, global sourcing managers, and brand managers are available. What about the area of this specialty in world of luxury
fashion in 2019, it shows the emergence of casual styles and the decline of formal wear. Luxury brands and companies are starting to try to reach younger, millennial consumers using more online shopping methods, especially on mobile devices. This targeting of millennial consumers online continues to grow. In addition, China has become the next big target for luxury brands.
Combining social media outreach, and how many times Chinese consumers shop online, it's not surprising why an increasingly crowd of luxury businesses are focusing on China as their next big market. Do you want to have a fun and challenging job in a creative field related to the fashion industry? Are you tired of looking around at people who work from 9 to 5? Then maybe you
should consider getting a Bachelor or Master's degree in luxury goods and fashion. The Luxury goods and fashion industry is competitive and growing at a rapid rate. A degree in luxury goods and fashion will teach you about luxury goods management, fashion research, trend forecasts, marketing, retail management and brand management. Find masters in luxury goods and
fashion After upgrading, you can become a fashion brand manager or a fashion PR specialist and actually get to work with celebrities from luxury goods and fashion. Can you imagine dealing with the image of a famous brand like Gucci or Chanel or overseeing the production and manufacturing departments of the Cartier jewelry brand or Hermes handbags?5 skills you need to
become a luxury goods and fashion specialist Be very passionate about the fashion industryForedrag research and keep you updated with the latest trends in the fashion and entertainment industriesTo a keen eye for detail is self-explanatoryBusinessatory acumen will help you muchIn the course of, but not least, developing project management and communication skillsA degree
in luxury goods and fashion will help you land several types of jobs in the industry, some of the most appealing are: luxury goods brand manager, fashion brand/luxury goods product manager, retail buyer and fashion PR (PR) specialist. Top destinations for a luxury goods and fashion degree: Here are career opportunities you can pursue after a luxury goods and fashion degree:1.
Luxury Brand ManagerYou will keep in close contact with all departments and your main goal is to develop an effective marketing strategy to attract a specific clientele. Basically, your job will be to create a message and an image for the specific brand you represent that is easily recognizable and that sticks to the audience. Your main tasks will be to:conduct market research for
future products that will be promoted management and organize advertising campaigns and analyze marketing campaign budgets with promotional agencies and business leaders collaborating with brand designers and creators monitoring marketing, manufacturing and manufacturing staff2. Fashion Goods Product ManagerA product manager job in the fashion and luxury goods
industry will make you the person responsible for product planning and execution through all stages. The first step is to do market research and see what the customer wants. Whether employed by a clothing, fashion accessory or a shoe brand, you need to monitor the entire development process and manufacturing process of the products of the company and make sure that the
products meet the wishes of the customers. Product managers communicate with product design, quality assurance, sales and marketing teams, and manage the manufacturing process with the factories. 3. Fashion Retail BuyerA retail buyer does exactly what the title suggests: you will be responsible for deciding what kind of goods a fashion or luxury goods store should sell.
You need to make sure that the right items (clothes, shoes, accessories, etc.) are in stores at the right time, and there are enough pieces to satisfy customers' requirements. The main tasks you want as a retail buyer are:analyze purchase patterns and predict future sales trendsanalysis various performance indicators, such as sales and discount level management plans for
inventory-level vendors, maintain contact with them and negotiate terms of contractsSee examples of universities offering luxury goods degrees:4. Fashion PR SpecialistWork of a PR specialist in the fashion industry is the same as in any industry, but as a bonus you will be very close to worldwide famous celebrities, such as models, actors and singers. You will be allowed to
attend fashion shows, red carpet events, price shows and other similar events. Fashion PR specialist must: keep in close contact with the media and ensure an appealing brand image for corporate networks and keep good relationships with editors who write articles about the company for leading fashion magazineshandle client complaints and keep them happy View Masters in
luxury goods and fashion dare to break into the fashion industry! Completing a degree in luxury goods and fashion does not limit your career options to those mentioned above. You have many other options you can engage with, such as visual merchandising manager, sales consultant, customer service representative for a fashion house or luxury brand. In most cases, your first
job in the field will not be a brand or a product manager. you must first experiment with lower-level jobs before actually reaching the top management positions. But if you persevere and prove that you are very good, you will get to the top of the fashion industry and add a new spark to this ever-growing and glamorous industry. If you can't study abroad, you can check out online
Bachelors and Masters in fashion and luxury goods. 48,842 Euro. Base salary (EUR)The average salary for a brand manager is €48,842EXPLORE BY: An early career Brand Manager with 1-4 years experience earns an average total compensation (includes tips, bonus and overtime pay) of €46,749 based on 7 A mid-career Brand Manager with 5-9 years of experience earns an
average total compensation of €54,500 based on 13 salaries. Companies and companies that rely on customer-facing operations will typically have one or more brand managers under contract. These specialized marketing managers are typically assigned to one or more branded trademarks, which are owned by and associated with the company. The brand manager's job is to
simply control and manage all the ways that particular brand is exposed to the public. The leader works to ensure that consumers associate positive responses with the brand, ... Read moreBrand Manager TasksDevelop and lead annual brand strategy. Responsible for developing plans and implementing projects that support the broader marketing strategy. Develop and coach
assistant brand managers and guide marketing skill development. Leads the development of consumer communication in cooperation with corporate advertising. Set goals, strategies, tactics and goals for all elements of the marketing mix.Tell us about your job and wage factors like skills and educationFind the market worthwhile with a report tailored for youGo your salary with
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